
A CLASS OF UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS12

THOMAS H. MACGREGOR

1. Introduction. The condition Re f'(z) >0 is known to be sufficient

for the univalence of an analytic function in any convex domain. In

a recent paper [3] the author investigated the class of functions

which satisfy Re/'(z)>0 for |z| <1 and are normalized by /(0)=0,

/'(0) = 1. In this paper we study the subclass denoted by F and de-

fined by the condition |/'(z) —1| <1 for |z| <1. Some of our results

have already been proven for the particular functions in F whose

coefficients satisfy ]Cn°-2w|a»| =!• Particular reference should be

made of a paper by Schild [5].

2. Distortion theorems. Suppose that f(z)EF. By applying

Schwarz's lemma to the function f'(z) — 1 we obtain |/'(z) — 11 = | z|.

This gives the estimates 1— |z| g |/'(z)| = l + |z|. Bounds for |/(z)|

can be obtained from |/'(z) — 11 = | z| by integration, as follows. Inte-

grating along the line segment from 0 to z we may write

/(z) - z =   fifis) - l)ds = z f  ifitz) - l)dt.

I /(z) - z I   Ú  I z I   f   I fits) - 11 dt
J 0

á  I as I   I    l\z\dt = (1/2)1 z|2.
•I 0

From this estimate for |/(z)—z| we immediately obtain

|z|   - (1/2) | z|2 è  |/(z)|   = \z\  +(l/2)|z|2.

Each estimate is precise only for the functions /(z) =z-f-<Z2Z2, where

|a2| =1/2.

The bounds for |/(z)| imply the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Each function in F assumes every complex number in the

circle \w\ <l/2. No values outside of the circle \w\ <3/2 are assumed.
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3. An area theorem. If g(z)= ]Cn=o bnz" is regular for \z\ <1 and

\g(z)\ ál then J^'-o |&n|2ál [l p. 7]. Applying this estímate to

/'(z)-l where fz) =z+Xi:,2 anz"EF we get £„"_2 re2|a„| 2;gl. We

will use this estimate in the next theorem. It also shows that the

coefficients of functions in F satisfy \an\ 'è.l/n for ra = 2, 3, • • • and

equality for a given ra holds only for functions of the form /(z)

= z+a„z".

Theorem 2. The area of the image of \z\ <l under each function in

F satisfies A ^ (3/2)x.

Proof. Suppose that/(z) = z+ ^"_2 anz"EF and 0<r <1. Let Dr

and D be the images of \z\ <r and \z\ <l under/(z) and let Ar and

A be the areas of Dr and D. The area of D exists since D is open and

bounded. Ar is given by the following well-known formula.

Ar = T<r2+ L n\ an\2r2"\ .

We will prove that

(1) A = x|l + ère|an|2|.

The convergence of this series follows from the fact that 2<T_2 n^ Iö« 12

converges. Let {rn} be any increasing sequence of positive numbers

such that r„—>1. Then {Dr„} is an increasing sequence of sets whose

union is D. From the theorem in measure theory ATn—>A. However

the convergence of (1) implies that Ar is continuous for O^r^l. Con-

sequently Arn-*Ai. This proves (1).

From (1) and X^"=2 «2|o„|2íá 1, we obtain

= xjl + Ere|a„|2|

áx|l + (l/2)¿re2|a„|2|

â (3/2)x.

This proves A g (3/2)x and A = (3/2)x only for the functions /(z)

=z+a2z2 where \a2\ =1/2.

4. The boundary of the image domain.

Theorem 3. Each function in F maps \ z \ < 1 onto a domain whose

boundary is a rectifiable Jordan curve.
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Proof. If /(z)EF then \f(z)\ <2. From/(z2)-/(zi) =ffj'iz)dz we
obtain |/(z2) — /(zi) | ^2|z2 —Zi|. This implies that/(z) is uniformly

continuous in | s| < 1 and consequently can be extended continuously

onto |z| =1. Let C be defined by w=fiea), 0^d^2ir.

Let us prove that C is rectifiable. This follows easily from the

estimate |/(z2) — /(zi)| =2 |z2—Zi| for |zi|=|z2|=l. Namely, if

O = 0o<0i<02< ■ ■ • <en = 2ir then

n n

Z !/(«"*) -fie""'1) I   = 2 E I em - *"*-' I   < 4tt.
k-i *=i

Next we show that each function /(z) in F is univalent in | z| ^ 1.

This follows from the facts: Re/'(z)>0 for |z| <1 and/(z) is con-

tinuous in I z| = 1. It suffices to prove that/(z) is univalent on | z| = 1.

Suppose that Zi^z2, | Zi | = | z2| = 1. Let I denote the line segment from

Zi to z2. We will consider several points, denoted by zlt sx, z3, z4, z6, s2, z2.

These will be distinct points on I and arranged in the order as written.

Fix Zi and then choose z3 and z6 such that Re /'(z) à (1/2) Re /'(z4)

for all points on I between z3 and z6. Then, integrating along / we ob-

tain

I/(*)-/(*)!  =1 ftfiz)dz

^ (1/2) I z6 - z31  Re/'(Z4) = a.

With z3, Zi, Zi fixed we can choose Sx and s2 so close to Zi and z2 that

\fizi)-fisi)-ifizx)-fisx))\   <a.

Therefore, /(z2)—/(zO^O.   This  proves  that /(z)   is  univalent  in

|z| =1. In particular this shows that C is simple.

Theorem 4. Suppose 0<r<l. The length of the image of \z\ =r

under functions in F is maximal for foiz)=z + (1/'2)z2. Moreover, this

length is less than 8.

Proof. Suppose that /(z) E F and Lrij) is the length of the image

of |z| =r under /(z). Since |/'(z) —1| <1 and /'(z) —1 vanishes at

z = 0,/'(z) is subordinate to/o (z)=l+z in |z| <1. J. E. Littlewood

[2, p. 484, Theorem 2] has shown that if Ä(z) is subordinate to Hiz)

in |z| <1 then

/■ 2ir /» 2t
I hire") \kdd Ú I     | Hire") \kdd,

0 "0
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for any ¿>0. Applying this result to/'(s) for ¿= 1 we prove one part

of the theorem, as follows.

Lrif) =r f    | /'(re") | dB Ú r f    | /„' (re») \ dO = Lr(f0).
" o " o

LT(f)<& will hold if we prove Lr(fo) <8. If R^l then f¿ (z) = 1 +z is

subordinate to w=l+i?z in |z| <1. With R = l/r we again apply

Littlewood's inequality.

Lr(fo) <  f     \fi(rei°)\d6
J o

/<  2T

| cos (0/2) | dO
a

2t

I 1 + eiB | dO

2ir

Remarks. 1. It seems likely that the length of the boundary of the

image of \z\ <1 under each function in F satisfies Li=8. This could

not be improved since L=8 for the functions f(z)=z+anz",  \an\

= 1/re, re = 2, 3, • • • .

2. Littlewood's inequality for ¿ = 2 gives another proof of the

estimate A ^ (3/2)x in Theorem 2.

5. Radii of convexity and starlikeness.

Theorem 5. Each function in F maps \z\ <l/2 onto a convex do-

main.

Proof. Suppose that f(z)EF. Then f'(z) — l=zg(z), where g(z) is

regular for \z\ <l and |g(z)| ^1. For such functions we have the

estimate
1 -  I g(z) I2

U(2)|   =    l-|z|2
[4, p. 168]. Also,

/"(») _ gjz) + zg'jz)

f'iz) l + zgiz)

Using the triangle inequalities and then the estimate for | g'iz) \

we find that
f'iz)

f'iz)

^ |g(«)| + l«|
=    l-UI2
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Since I giz) I ̂  1 we obtain

/"(*)

The condition Re{z/"(z)//'(z) + l} >0 for \z\ <r is necessary and

sufficient for/(z) to map \z\ <r onto a convex domain. This condi-

tion is satisfied if | zf"iz)/f'iz) \ < 1. Thus,/(z) is convex if | z\ /(l — | z\ )

<l, i.e., if \z\ <l/2.
It is not difficult to see that/(z) =z+a2z2, \a2\ = 1/2, are the only

functions in F which are not convex in \z\ <r for some r> 1/2.

Theorem 6. Each function in F maps \z\ <(4/5)1/2 onto a domain

which is starlike with respect to the origin.

Proof. The condition Re{z/'(z)//(z)} >0 for \z\ <r is necessary

and sufficient for/(z) to be starlike in \z\ <r. In §2 we proved that

|/'(z)-l| £\z\ and |/(z)-z| g(l/2)|z|2 if fz)EF. Taking advan-

tage of the geometric location of /'(z) and fiz)/z as given by these

inequalities we obtain

arg/'(2)

m
arg

g sin-1 I z I ,

g sin-1 (| g 1/2).

If   |z|<(4/5)"2  then  sin-'|z| +sin-1(|«| /2)<x/2.  Therefore,  for

\z\ <(4/5)1'2wehave

arg
zf'jz)

fiz)
g  I arg fiz) I  + arg

fiz)
<x/2,

i.e., Re{z/'(z)//(z)} >0 for \z\ <(4/5)1'2.

The estimates used in this proof are precise only for the functions

fiz)=z+a2z2, where \a2\ =1/2. Since these functions map the whole

circle I z\ < 1 onto a starlike domain, (4/5)I/2 is not the radius of star-

likeness for the class F.

6. Functions with initial zero coefficients. Some of the results ob-

tained for functions in F can be improved if /(z) has the form /(z)

= z+anz"+a„+iZ"+1+ • • • . In this situation we can write fiz) — 1

= z"~1giz), where giz) is regular for \z\ <l and |g(z)| 2»L With this

as the starting point we can argue as in §§2 and 3 to prove the follow-

ing theorem. The extremal functions for this theorem are/(z) = z+anzn,

where \an\ =l/ra.
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Theorem 7. Suppose that fiz) =z+anzn+an+xzn+l+ • • • EF. Then

/(z) assumes ail values in the circle \w\ <1 —(1/w). No values outside

of the circle \ w | < 1 + (1/«) are assumed. The area of the image domain

satisfies A ^7r(l + l/«).

Theorem 8. If fiz)=z+anzn+an+xzn+1+ • • • EF then fiz) maps

\z\ <(l/w)1/(n-1) onto a convex domain.

Proof. From/'(z) — l =z"_1g(z) it follows that

A«) _, 2„_2 in - l)gjz) + zg'jz) _

fiz)      * 1 + z»-igiz)

Using   the   triangle   inequalities   and   then   the   estimate   |g'(z)|

= (1 - | giz) 12)/(l - 1212), we obtain

|z|»-2      \z\ +(«-!)(!- |z|2)|g(z)|  - \z\ \giz)\2fiz)

1 - 1 - g(«)

To estimate the right side of this inequality let us consider the

function

a + in — 1)(1 — a2)x — ax2

y =-)
1 — a"~lx

a=|z|,    x=\giz)\,   0 < a < I,    0 á * ¡S 1.

p = (1 - a"-^)2— = in- 1)(1 - a2) + a" - 2ax + a"x2
dx

dp
— = 2aian~lx - 1) < 0.
dx

Thus p is decreasing.

pix) ^ pil) = (« - 1)(1 - a2) - 2a(l - a»-1)

= (1 - a)[(« - 1)(1 + a) - 2a(l + a + a2 +

> (1 - a)[in - 1)(1 + a) - 2a(« - 1)]

= in- 1)(1 - a)2 > 0.

Thus y is an increasing function. Therefore

(« - 1)(1 - a2)

+ a»~2)]

yix) = y(l) =

fiz)

m

1 - a""1

(w - 1)| z|"-s

1
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If   |z/"(z)//'(z)| <1   then /(z)  is convex.  Thus, /(z)  is convex if

(re-1) I z\ — 7(1 - I *| "-1) < 1, i.e., if I z\ < (l/re)1«"-1».
The functions fiz)=z+a„z", \an\ =l/n, are extremal, i.e., they

are the only functions in F of the form/(z) =z+a„z"+an+iz"+1-|- • • •

which are not convex in some circle |z| <r, r>(l/re)1/(n_1).
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